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Peripheral fragmentation of a 287 MeVnucleon beam of the halo nucleus 11Li incident on a carbon
target has been studied in a fragment-neutron coincidence experiment. The momentum distribution of
the 10Li fragments gives access to the momentum distribution of the removed neutron in 11Li. From the
shape of the distribution, the 1s122 contribution to the mixture of 1s122 and 0p122 components in
the ground-state wave function was determined to be 45 6 10%. The angular correlation between the
knocked out neutron and the one from the decay of 10Li shows a skew distribution signaling interference
of these two different parity states.
PACS numbers: 27.20.+n, 24.70.+s, 25.60.GcThe drip line nucleus 11Li is known to have a well-
developed halo in its ground state. It was early realized
[1] that the ground-state wave function has to contain a
mixture of 0p122 and 1s122 components in order to
explain the experimentally observed narrow momentum
width of 9Li fragments after 11Li breakup reactions. Such
a mixture would also explain many other experimental
findings for 11Li such as its large matter radius, its diluted
beta-decay rate and the sizable electric dipole strength
at low excitation energy (see the reviews [2–4]). Many
different experiments [5–11] give indirect evidence for a
sp mixture but there is, however, until now no direct
determination of the sp ratio. In this paper we present
new data on neutron-knockout reactions from 11Li in a
carbon target. These data give direct evidence for the
presence of s and p states and allow a determination of
the sp ratio.
Radioactive beams were produced in an 8 gcm2 Be
target by fragmentation of a primary 18O beam from
the heavy-ion synchrotron schwerionensynchrotron (SIS)
at Gesellschaft fuer Schwerionenforschung mbH (GSI)
and subsequently separated in the fragmentseperator
(FRS) by magnetic analysis. The secondary beam of
287 MeVnucleon 11Li was then brought to a carbon
target (thickness 1.29 gcm2) placed in front of the
ALADIN magnetic spectrometer. The neutrons, recorded496 0031-90079983(3)496(4)$15.00in coincidence with 9Li, were detected in the large area
neutron detector (LAND). The experimental setup was
identical to the one used in experiments on 6He, and
details about the setup can be found in Refs. [12,13].
The nuclides 6He and 11Li may both be described as
three-body systems, where none of the binary subsys-
tems are bound. Such systems are often referred to as
Borromean nuclei [14]. The main conclusion in Ref. [13],
based on the 6He data, is that the fragmentation process
of Borromean nuclei is dominated by a sequential mecha-
nism where one neutron is first knocked out while the rest
of the system remains essentially untouched. The resid-
ual unbound two-body system subsequently decays into a
neutron and a charged fragment. Such a two-step process
leads to angular correlations relative to the propagation di-
rection of the unstable fragment governed by the quantum
numbers of the intermediate system. Interference effects
between contributing partial waves are very important. For
6He, it was found [15] that a pure 0p322 ground state re-
sulted in a correlation coefficient which was a factor 2 too
large while it was possible to obtain a perfect fit with a 7%
admixture of the 0p122 state.
In the analysis presented here we shall use the same
one-neutron knockout model in the sudden approximation
also for the 11Li case. In spite of its simplicity and
shortcomings, such a model may be justified here due© 1999 The American Physical Society
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the fact that the 9Li 2 n final-state interaction cannot
influence the c.m. motion of 10Li. We are also concerned
with a light target where the Coulomb interaction is
small. The experimental distributions are given in Jacobi
coordinates for the three-body system (9Li 1 n 1 n),
defined according to Eq. (1). The initial momenta of
the knocked-out and decay neutron are denoted pn1 and
pn2 , respectively. The symbol pf is used for the 9Li
momentum, and mn,mf are the neutron and the 9Li
masses, respectively,8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:
pnf 
mnmf
mn 1 mf
"
pn2
mn
2
pf
mf
#
pnnf 
mnmf 1 mn
2mn 1 mf
"
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2
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mn 1 mf
#
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9††††††=
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Note that, by assumption, pn2 and pf are unchanged by
the collision [13]. The following relation is valid in the
projectile rest frame,
pn1  pnnf  2pn2 1 pf  2p
9Li 1 n2 . (2)
The recoil momentum of p10Li  p9Li 1 n (its
transverse component, px , is shown in Fig. 1) therefore
directly reflects the internal neutron momentum distribu-
tion in 11Li.
Some information about the ground-state structure may
already be gained directly from the pf and pn2 distribu-
tions as demonstrated in Ref. [16]. There, the invariant
mass spectrum for the (9Li 1 n) subsystem after fragmen-
FIG. 1. Transverse momentum distribution of 10Li, recon-
structed from the momenta of 9Li, and the neutron measured
in coincidence after neutron knockout from 11Li (C target).
Dashed and dotted lines represent 1s122 and 0p122 single-
particle momentum distributions calculated for one of the halo
neutrons in 11Li, including core shadowing and the experimen-
tal resolution. The solid line represents the best fit to the data
obtained with a 45% 1s122 contribution.tation of 11Li was extracted. Two low-lying structures of
comparable weights were observed and interpreted as s
and p states in 10Li, where the lowest part corresponds to
the s-wave decay.
It has recently been shown [17–19] that the condition
of fragment survival gives a momentum distribution
which is mainly determined by the asymptotic part
of the halo-neutron wave function. This allows for a
quantitative determination of the s-wave admixture in
the 11Li ground state directly from the 10Li momentum
distribution. The data displayed in Fig. 1 were fitted
using the first spherical Hankel functions for the s
and p neutrons using the formulas given in Ref. [17].
Following the prescription therein the requirement of
fragment survival was imitated by implying a cylindrical
cut, Rcut, over the distance between neutron and core.
Rcut was used as a free parameter in the fit, and the
calculated distribution was folded with the experimental
resolution. The result displayed in Fig. 1, obtained under
the assumption of s and p components only, gives a
45 6 10% admixture of 1s122 in the 11Li ground
state. The allowed region for Rcut is 1.8 , Rcut ,
3.0 fm. Values below the lower limit fail to reproduce
the central part of the distribution while values above the
upper limit cannot reproduce its wings.
The presence of angular correlations can be tested by
comparing the standard deviations s of the transverse mo-
mentum distributions for core fragments p2x  f, the spec-
tator neutron p2x n, and their center-of-mass movement
p2x  f 1 n [20] using
p2x  f 1 n p2xn1 p2x  f1 2pxnpx f
 p2xxn 1 p2x f1 2 coszu
q
p2x np2x f .
(3)
For simplicity, we use Gaussian fits to the distributions in
this analysis which give the following s values:
s10Li  23.84s9Li  23.54sn  15.03 MeVc
which, with Eq. (3), result in u  1072± (see inset
of Fig. 2). The values in brackets are the statistical
errors. The correlation term is thus negative and nonzero.
By using Eq. (1), one can also estimate that the angle
unf , between the vectors p9Li 1 n and pnf , is equal
to 1012± (see inset of Fig. 2). This indicates that,
contrary to the 6He case where the mean value of this
angle is equal to 90± [12], the angular distribution is
asymmetric, signaling contributions from orbitals with
different parities. Moreover, the neutron spectator moves
preferably in the direction of the participant neutron which
indicates a n 2 n correlation.
The measured distribution of unf , the angle between
the two vectors p9Li 1 n and pnf , is shown in Fig. 2
as open circles with error bars. This distribution is influ-
enced by the experimental resolution and the finite accep-
tance of the setup. Still, the skew distribution provides497
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in 11Li neutron knockout reactions. The inset shows a
schematic diagram of the reaction where unf is the angle
between the momentum direction of 10Li reconstructed as a sum
of the momenta of the 9Li fragment and the decay neutron—
and the direction of the n 1 9Li relative momentum pnf . The
distribution asymmetry can be explained only if one assumes
contributions from interfering s and p states in 10Li.
direct evidence for a strong mixture of different parity
states since it implies that the distribution must contain a
linear term in cosunf . This is model independent proof
of the appearance of the s and p states in 11Li. The
original distribution was restored by a Monte Carlo
method which takes into account all the basic parameters
of the setup, and an iteration procedure was used to fit the
experimental data. The histogram in Fig. 2 is the result of
such a procedure.
The undisturbed distribution used in the Monte Carlo
calculations was approximated by a polynomial expansion
in terms of cosunf:
W unf  1 2 1.034 cosunf 1 1.418 cos2unf .
(4)
This gives a mean value of unf  103.42.1±, in agree-
ment with the above estimate.
We now proceed to investigate how Eq. (4) is related
to the s and p components in the 11Li ground-state wave
function. For this, we restrict ourselves to considering
only three different spin and angular momentum con-
figurations in 11Li, neglecting for simplicity the spin of
the 9Li core, namely, S  0,L  x  y  0, S 
0,L  0, x  y  1, and S  1,L  x  y  1
[21] and the corresponding amplitude factors ASLxy . The
first two components, A0000 and A0011, will lead to the in-
terference term in the angular correlation function. It
should be noted that in general these amplitudes are
complex for the decaying states and can be written as
jASLxy jeid
SL
x y
. Consequently, only one phase parameter
frel  d
00
00 2 d
00
11 enters into the final expression for the498angular correlation. The assumption of a sudden removal
of the knocked-out neutron means that one, in the first
approximation, can consider the moduli of these ampli-
tudes jASLxy j to correspond to those of the 11Li ground
state. This should hold provided that shadowing ef-
fects are small which is actually the case since the sp
ratio is stable over a large range of Rcut values as men-
tioned above. The representation of the spin-angular part
of the (9Li 1 n 1 n) wave function (in the continuum)
may then be written in jj coupling as [22]
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.
Similar to the 6He case [12], we shall further assume
that W unf ~ jcj2. We can then determine all of the
parameters jA0000j2, jA0011j2, jA1111j2, and frel from a fit
to our experimental angular distribution. The system is
underdetermined since we have four free parameters while
the fit to the polynomial only needs three. The main
aim here is, however, to determine the relative weights
of the 1s122and 0p122 components. We vary frel
in a region where W unf gives a reasonable fit to the
data in Fig. 2 which gives 0± , frel , 60±. The result is
shown in Fig. 3. For frel . 60± the fit becomes unstable.
The 1s122 contribution is shown in Fig. 3 as a solid
FIG. 3. Relative probabilities of the s and p components in
the 11Li halo wave function versus the phase frel between the
interfering s and p waves in the decaying 10Li obtained from
a fit to the experimental angular distributions shown in Fig. 2.
The shaded area shows possible values for the relative phase
within the uncertainties in the determination of the s to p ratio.
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contribution (shown as a dotted line) gives a maximal
relative weight of 3 5% in the total wave function.
The observed small value is in good agreement with the
shell-model expectation [22] that the p32 state is already
occupied in 9Li. We can now proceed and use our result
for the 1s122 contribution from Fig. 1 to give the range
of values for frel. This is shown as the shaded area in
Fig. 3 giving 42± , frel , 59±.
The quantitative and qualitative analysis of the breakup
data from 11Li in a carbon target, that has been performed
within the framework of our model, can be summarized
as follows.
(i) The observed strong asymmetry in the angular cor-
relation function gives a direct and model independent in-
dication of an admixture of states with different parity in
the ground state of 11Li. Within the framework of recent
experimental and theoretical knowledge, they can be un-
derstood as p12 and s12 states in the 9Li 1 n subsystem.
(ii) The analysis of the invariant-mass spectrum in the
(9Li 1 n) subsystem and the transverse momentum distri-
bution of the unstable 10Li fragments show contributions
from both s and p shell neutrons. The contribution of the
1s122 state in the 11Li ground-state wave function is de-
termined to be 45 6 10%.
(iii) Some indication of weak n 2 n correlations is
found from a comparison of the standard deviations of
the momentum distributions for the 9Li fragment and the
decay neutron.
(iv) We may speculate that the relative phase shift might
be connected with final-state interactions in the (9Li 1 n)
subsystem or with a shadow effect during the knock-out
process. For the 6He case [15], the corresponding phase
shift was found to be very close to the experimental one,
between p32 and p12 waves in a 1 n scattering at the
energy corresponding to the 5He ground state.
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